
This fixed-height keyhole-shaped tub provides an ideal solution when a healthcare 
facility requires an advanced sit bath designed for good immersion.

...with people in mind

CENTURY
SIT BATH SYSTEM

The sit bath is a space-saving alternative 
that is regarded as a traditional bathing 
method in some parts of the world. 
Century™ makes the ArjoHuntleigh 
bathing system range fully comprehensive 

by offering a sit bath. Century enables 
smoother transfers, due to its keyhole-
shape design, which gives the caregiver 
easier access to the patient during the 
bathing sessions.



ArjoHuntleigh

 

Product Information

Maximum overall width 33 1/2” (850 mm)

Maximum overall length 63 1/4” (1610 mm)

Maximum tub edge height 33 3/4” (860 mm)

Total weight filled w/ water 925 lbs (420 kg)

Tub volume 53 gal (200 L)

IMPROVED SIT BATH SYSTEM

Hygiene lifter compatibility

Century integrates with Alenti™ 
and Calypso™

Two sensors provide scalding 
protection and Auto-fill, one level 
with possible afterfilling. The 
electronic control functions are 
operated by touch pad

Digital display of temperature 
control for bath water and fill/shower

Built-in disinfection shower handle 
and automatic disinfection of the 
Hydromassage™ system

Safety Digital display Built-in disinfection
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Use only ArjoHuntleigh designed parts, i.e. parts specifically designed for the purpose, on equipment and products supplied by ArjoHuntleigh. As our policy is one of continuous development, we reserve the 
right to modify designs and specifications without prior notice.

® and ™ are trademarks belonging to the ArjoHuntleigh group of companies. © ArjoHuntleigh, 201293/42/EEC

Panel

Optional Hydromassage

Hydromessage generates a gentle
massaging effect

Century

Optional Hydrosound

Hydrosound™ offers a gentle 
touch for cleaning sensitive skin. 
An integrated ultrasound unit in 
the tub generates millions of jet 
streams




